
Win over 

8100x 

Free Spins Features Wolf Re-Spins 

Choose between Win Spins, Moon Spins, Multiplier 
Spins or Wild Spins. Try them all. 

Climb the trails to improve your Free Spins or for a shot 
at the jackpot. 



Wolf Climb Re-Spins 
Land 2, 3 or 4 Wolf Symbols on adjacent reels to trigger the Wolf Climb Re-spins. 

For optimal RTP always pick the Moon Spins (and if they aren't available - Multiplier 
Spins). 

2x Wolf Symbols award 2 re-spins 

3x Wolf Symbols award 4 re-spins 

4x Wolf Symbols award 6 re-spins 

You can only select the highlighted adjacent wolves (and 
their features). 

Choose which Free Spins you would like to play for. 



Wolf Climb Re-Spins 
Wolf Symbols that land on un-selected trails will also advance them by 1 

position but will not award additional re-spins. 

During re-spins any wolf that lands will advance the corresponding trail by 1 position. 

Land a wolf on your selected trail to get 1 extra re-spin OR if you land 2/3 or 4 adjacent Wolf Symbols on any 
reels you will retrigger for 2/4/6 extra re-spins. 

Whichever step of the trail the Wolf Climb Re-spins end on, will signify 
the number of spins to be played of the selected feature. The feature is 

played out after the re-spins have ended. 



Jackpot 
If during the Wolf Climb Re-Spins any of the trails reaches top, the jackpot wheel will award a win 

and end the re-spins. The feature selected will then play out with its current number of spins. 

The jackpot prizes are a multiplier of the current stake. 

The maximum prize from the jackpot feature is 8100x. 



Win Spins 
Guaranteed win on every spin. 



Moon Spins 
Any Moon Symbol that lands will award the cash value displayed on it. 

The Moon Symbol prizes vary from 5x to 50x the current stake. 



The multiplier is unlimited. 

Multiplier Spins 
Every time a Wild lands during Multiplier Spins the progressive multiplier 

will advance by 1. 

Reel wins are multiplied by the progressive multiplier. 



Wild Spins 
During Wild Spins at least 1 reel is always wild, occasionally 2 reels will 

be wild. 



Wilds 

Substitutes for all paying symbols. 



Paytable 
Values are based on current stake multiplied by the win per line for each symbol. 

4x 100x 

3x 25x 

4x 50x 

3x 5x 

25x 

2x 

10x 

1x 

5x 

1x 

2x 

0.5x 

1x 
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4x 

3x 

4x 

3x 

4x 

3x 

4x 

3x 

4x 

3x 



Win Lines 
Wins are achieved for any 3 or 4 of a kind. 

This is an every ways pays game (81 winlines), paying from left to right only. 



Game Information 

The overall payout percentage of the game is 96.71%. 

This game is completely random. 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table 
available on the game interface. 

Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, 
and the corresponding bet will be refunded.

Malfunction voids all pays. 

Only the highest win per line is paid. 

The maximum win from any spin cycle is: $250,000.00 

All original characters, renderings, screenshots and software 
code are Copyright ©2021 of Live 5 Limited. 



Game Information 

If multiple wins are achieved on different winlines on any spin, the 
total win will be the sum of all individual wins on separate 

winlines. 

Turbo Spins - toggle on for faster spins (this may be unavailable 
in certain jurisdictions). 

Swipe up to fullscreen. 



Game Information 
Use these buttons to wager and play the game. 

Use this button to change stake. 
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